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Accelerate Your Affiliate Marketing

Drive ecommerce growth from affiliate & influencer marketing programs for DTC channels powered by Shopify, BigCommerce, WooCommerce and more.


Start Free Trial

Request a Demo



Are you an affiliate? Click here!
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Trusted by thousands of ecommerce brands like:
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One affiliate marketing platform from BigCommerce to Shopify.

Manage, track and grow your brand affiliate, influencer and ambassador marketing program success with up to 5X ROI.
With over 850 5-star reviews on Shopify, Refersion is easily the most user-friendly and effective affiliate management platform available.







Campaigns &
Management

Easily onboard unlimited affiliates and manage their performance with built-in reporting for all campaigns across your brand ambassador, influencer and affiliate programs.
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On-Time Payments

Custom commissions with multiple payment options to build trust with your affiliates.
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Integrations &
Partners

Easily connect your ecommerce platform and popular marketing apps. Integrate your store’s product feed, get webhooks, developer APIs and our certified Shopify Plus features for larger programs.
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Affiliate Discovery

Build powerful affiliate relationships through the Refersion Marketplace that drive new revenue growth for your ecommerce brand. Get introduced to affiliates whose audience matches your own.
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Attribution & Privacy

Track sales with first-party & multi-domain/store tracking. Refersion’s industry-trusted, first-party data follows GDPR and CCPA compliance.
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Start 14 Day Free Trial

Learn More











We integrate with all major ecommerce platforms like Shopify, WooCommerce & your complete marketing tech stack.

	Major Direct to Consumer (DTC) Ecommerce Platforms
	30+ Turnkey Integrations
	2,000+ App Integrations powered by Zapier
	Commerce Tools and more



Contact Sales

14 Day Free Trial
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Don’t just take our word for it.
Hear it from our customers.
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“Refersion was essential in supporting the immediate growth of our affiliate marketing program – working with Refersion allowed us to see everything in one place and scale our program beyond what we imagined it could grow to be.”

Ana Montilla, Social Media and Influencer Marketing Manager, Verb
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“We wanted to work with an affiliate marketing platform that shared the same characteristics as our essential oils – simple and efficient. Refersion’s technology made managing the scaling of our affiliate program easier than we ever imagined.”

Hannah Mason, Ambassador Marketing Manager, Simply Earth
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“With a very lean team, Refersion’s automation has been invaluable to helping us scale our business. Being able to scale our ambassador program has empowered Fuego to connect and build relationships with dancers around the world!”

Leah Lapic, Director of Marketing, Fuego




















Manage all of your performance marketing relationships with one platform.
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Affiliates

Manage partnerships with publishers like networks, editorial and media sites, newsletters and blogs to reach big audiences and broaden coverage.
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Influencers

Work with all types of influencers and professional creators to reach new audiences in your industry.
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Ambassadors

Reward friends, new and existing customers and fans for word-of-mouth brand marketing.
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Can You Do Affiliate Marketing on Shopify?

Shopify is one of the most popular software-as-a-service (SaaS) ecommerce platforms and is used by more than 1.75 million merchants… 
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4 Easy Ways to Become a Shopify Partner

Shopify is one of the largest platforms for online stores, and it’s very common for people to run their ecommerce… 
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TikTok Affiliate Marketing Strategies for 2023

Digital trends for 2023 show that video content will still be among the most consumed media formats in the coming… 
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Top 9 Shopify Apps for Your Ecommerce Store

Shopify is one of the most popular ecommerce builder sites out there. If you’re interested in doing more with your… 
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How to Create an Affiliate Program with WooCommerce

Do you currently have your website running through WordPress? The likelihood that you do is extremely high – there are… 
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6 Ways Your Affiliate Marketing Program Will Suffer Without First-Party Tracking

Imagine trying to hit a bullseye in the dark; that’s affiliate marketing without first-party tracking.  In a world where privacy… 
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Future-Proof Your Affiliate Strategy with Zero- and First-Party Data

Starting in January 2024, Google officially kicked off the purge of third-party cookies by removing cookies from one percent of… 
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Insights on Affiliate Marketing Tracking

Marketing and advertising are important components of any company’s growth strategy. After all, no one can purchase your products if… 
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Affiliate Discovery

Find top performing ecommerce affiliates for your DTC brand.

	Get introduced to high-performing affiliates
	Post offers to entice new affiliates to your brand in the Refersion Marketplace
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Getting started with Refersion is easy

Setup your own account or schedule a call with our team. We’ll get you up and running in no-time.


Start 14 Day Free Trial










All trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 



Copyright ©2013 — 2024 Refersion Inc.
Questions? Call us. 
 1-866-REFERSION (1-866-733-3774)
Learn how to drive more affiliate revenue. Subscribe to the Refersion Newsletter.
Email
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